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northward, numbering 54,000, of whom 10,000 were
English and nearly 2,000 Prussian. The English were
commanded by Lord George Sackville, with the Marquis
of Granby as his second.
On July 23 Munster was taken by the French, but
Contades was desirous of avoiding a battle until he had
got Lippstadt too, and so secured his communications
with Westphalia. Ferdinand's object was to draw him
from his strong position and make him fight
.    , T    ,	,. ,     i   .	Skilful ma-
at once, and this he accomplished in a very nceuvres of
masterly manner.     Though on the point of t^gnd
engaging a superior enemy, he had the bold- Contades
ness to weaken himself by detaching r0,000   g
men, whom he placed under the command of his nephew
the Hereditary Prince of Brunswick, and sent round to
Gohfeld, in the rear of the French, on the line of their
communications with  Cassel.     At the  same time he
pushed forward his left wing under General Wangenheim,
in such a manner that it seemed entirely unsupported
by the rest of the army.    It was, in fact, separated from
it by a gap of three miles, and the manoeuvre would have
been a very dangerous one in the, presence of an enemy
of Frederick's rapidity, but Ferdinand judged rightly in
Venturing it against Contades.    Indeed, through all the
movements preceding the battle, and in his dispositions
for the battle itself, Ferdinand showed that he possessed
one of the highest qualities of generalship—the power of
reading the character of an adversary, and judging what
he is likely to do in any given circumstances.
Contades   acted   exactjy   as    Ferdinand   expected.
Frightened by the appearance of the Hereditary Prince
in his rear, and tempted by the prospect of
taking advantage  of what   seemed   a great resoive^to
blunder on the part of his adversary, he made fiffht-
up his mind to fight.   Broglie was recalled from across the
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